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ABSTRACT
The infrared and millimeter-wave portions of the spectrum both have their advantages for
development of imaging systems. Because of the difference in wavelengths, infrared imagers
offer inherently high resolution, while millimeter-wave systems have better penetration through
atmospheric aerosols such as fog and smoke. Shared-aperture imaging systems employing a
common focal-plane array that responds to both wavebands are desirable from the viewpoint of
overall size and weight.
We have developed antenna-coupled sensors that respond simultaneously at 30 THz and
at 94 GHz, utilizing electron-beam lithography. Slot-antenna designs were found to be
particularly suitable for coupling radiation into metal-oxide-metal (MOM) tunnel diodes at both
frequencies. The MOM diodes are fabricated in a layered structure of Ni-NiO-Ni, and act as
rectifying contacts. With contact areas as low as 120 nm × 120 nm, these diodes have time
constants commensurate with rectification at frequencies across the desired millimeter-wave and
infrared bands.
One challenge in the development of true focal-plane array imagers across this factor-of300 bandwidth is that the optimum spatial sampling interval on the focal plane is different in
both bands. We have demonstrated a focal plane with interleaved infrared and millimeter-wave
sensors by fabricating infrared antennas in the ground plane of the millimeter-wave antenna.
Measured performance data in both bands are presented for individual antenna-coupled
sensors as well as for devices in the dual-band focal-plane-array format.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Antenna-coupled millimeter-wave and antenna-coupled infrared detectors
An antenna is defined as a transition device or a transducer between free-space waves and
guided waves. It is a device that interfaces between a circuit and free-space [1]. An antennacoupled detector consists of an antenna and a sensor. The antenna is of a size comparable to the
wavelength, λ, of operation and it serves to collect and deliver the radiation to the sensor. The
sensor’s size is much smaller than the wavelength of operation, ≥ λ/10, and is expected to have
fast response due to its small size. Bolometers and diodes are commonly used sensors in the
millimeter-wave (MMW) and infrared (IR) antenna-coupled detectors. A bolometer is a
temperature variable resistor. MMW or IR radiation delivered to the bolometer by an antenna
will cause a temperature change that will prompt a resistance change which could be read by an
electronic circuit. A diode will rectify the radiation delivered by the antenna into a direct current
(dc) voltage component that also can be read by an electronic circuit. In addition to their fast
response, antenna-coupled detectors have antenna properties such as polarization sensitivity, the
possibility of electronic beam steering and wavelength tuning.
Antenna-coupled bolometers [2], metal-oxide metal (MOM) diodes [3-4], schottky
diodes [5], superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) diodes [6] and backward diodes [7]
have been used for detection in the Sub-MMW and MMW regions. Antenna-coupled bolometers
[8-10] and MOM diodes [11-12] have been used for detection in the IR. Figs.1.1 and 1.2 show
images of some MMW and IR antenna-coupled sensors.
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Figure 1. 1 Left: Waveguide antenna-coupled metal-oxide-metal diode for 36GHz operation.
From [4]. Right: Double folded slot antenna coupled to schottky diode at 150GHz. From [8].

Figure 1. 2 Left: Microstrip antenna-coupled bolometer for 10.6µm operation. From [8]. Right:
Spiral antenna-coupled metal-oxide-metal diode for operation at 10.6µm. From [11].
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1.2 Millimeter-wave and infrared physics
All objects at a temperature above 0 Kelvin (K) emit electromagnetic radiation that is
dependant upon its temperature. Exitance is a quantity used to describe the amount of power per
unit area leaving a source. Spectral radiant exitance M (λ,T) for a blackbody is given by [13]:

M (λ, Τ) =

2.π .h.c 2

λ5 [e

h.c

λ .k .T

watt
]
2
− 1] cm .µm
[

(1.1)

where λ is wavelength, h is Planck’s constant, T is the temperature, c is the speed of light in
vacuum and k is Boltzman’s constant. A blackbody is a perfect radiator that emits the maximum
number of photons per unit time that any body can radiate at a given temperature. So, all objects
at a temperature above 0K are expected to emit IR and MMW radiation. However the amount of
MMW power emitted is much less than IR power for a given temperature as evident from the
Normalized spectral exitance plotted for a blackbody at 300K, room temperature, shown in
Fig.1.3. In the case of a blackbody at room temperature, the MMW power emitted at 94GHz is
roughly 10-9 less than the power emitted at 10.6µm.
Much of MMW and IR radiation is absorbed by water and carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere and thus presenting difficulties for MMW and IR detection systems. However, there
are some bands with good transmission. These bands are at 35, 94, 140 and 220GHz in the
MMW and at 3.3-5µm and 8-12µm in the IR In addition, IR systems suffer high attenuation in
cloudy and foggy atmospheres, while MMW radiation will penetrate through clouds and fog.
Atmospheric transmission through 1Km of cloudy atmosphere was found to be approximately
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108 times higher at 94 GHz when compared to transmission at 10.6µm [14]. Fig.1.4 shows
atmospheric attenuation from visible to microwave frequencies at different atmospheric
conditions. MMW imaging systems have coarser looking images as compared to IR systems that
have higher resolution images due to the relatively smaller wavelength used in imaging.
However, MMW systems have better performance than IR systems better in poor weather
conditions.

Visible

Infrared

Millimeter-wave Microwave

Normalized spectral exitance

1.0

T = 300K
0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

10.6µm

94GHz

0.0
0.1

1

10

100

1000

10000

Wavelength (µm)
Figure 1. 3 Normalized spectral exitance for a blackbody at room temperature.
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Figure 1. 4 MMW and IR attenuation in different atmospheric conditions. From [15].

1.3 Thesis
Combining both advantages of antenna-coupled MMW and IR detection into one detector
and thus gaining the advantages of high image resolution IR detection and all-weather MMW
detection in addition to the capability of having antenna properties is our goal in this work. In
specific, the detectors under investigation are required to respond simultaneously at 94GHz and
10.6µm for which the ratio between the wavelengths is approximately 300:1. The sensor of
choice for this application is the metal-oxide-metal (MOM) diode. The sensor is to be fabricated
with proper dimensions to achieve the required bandwidth.
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Frequency independent antennas such as bowtie, log-periodic and spiral antennas are
antenna configurations that are capable of responding in the large bandwidth required for this
work if the proper antenna configuration was used; i.e. the antenna is to be made long enough to
be frequency independent at the low frequency limit and the antenna feed is to be made small
enough to be able to respond in the high frequency limit. Another existing antenna configuration
that is capable of responding in the required bandwidth is the recently discovered fractal bowtie
patch antenna [16] which proved to have multi-frequency response and we believe it can be
tailored to respond in the bandwidth required for this work. A bowtie fractal bowtie patch
antenna examples are illustrated in Fig.1.5.

Figure 1. 5 Left: Frequency independent bowtie antenna. Right: Multi-frequency fractal
sierpinski bowtie patch antenna.

MMW and IR detectors are implemented in a matrix of pixels to form focal plane arrays
(FPA’s). FPA pixels are square shaped and they are situated on read-out integrated-circuits
(ROIC’s) where the signal is further processed. The frequency independent antenna structures
and the fractal bow-tie patch antenna are geometrically incompatible with existing FPA pixel
architectures. New dual-band antenna designs are therefore needed in order to more efficiently fit
6

dual-band detectors on ROIC’s. For this purpose, we investigate receiving properties of new
dual-band slot antenna-coupled metal-oxide-metal diode configurations with two antennas
operating independently each at its own band. And based on the antenna configurations
developed, we are proposing the first dual-band MMW / IR antenna-coupled sensor focal plane
array arrangement feasible for implementation on existing commercial ROIC’s.
The dissertation will be organized in the following manner. In chapter two, the theoretical
background needed for understanding the operation and properties of MOM diodes and slot
antennas. Chapter three will discuss the fabrication techniques used for making the detectors.
Chapter four will present the design considerations of three different configurations of dual-band
antenna-coupled sensors. In Chapter five, testing techniques that are used to characterize the
detectors and the performance of the detectors will be presented. Chapter six will present and
analyze the proposed dual-band focal plane array configuration. And finally, chapter seven will
be a conclusion for the dissertation.

7

CHAPTER TWO: BACKGROUND

2.1 Metal-oxide-metal (MOM) diodes
A thin oxide layer sandwiched between two metal electrodes creates a potential barrier
that electrons can tunnel. The tunneling mechanism causes rectification of an ac applied voltage
resulting in a dc voltage component. A MOM diode usually has a small contact area governed by
relationship between the operating cutoff frequency and the capacitance of the diode. MOM
diodes being of small contact areas compared to the operating wavelength, they suffer low
coupling efficiency to the incident radiation. MOM diodes therefore are connected to antennas in
order to couple the electromagnetic radiation more efficiently.
Antenna-coupled MOM diodes were used for detection and mixing in the sub-MMW
region at 300GHz in 1965 [3] and latter in the millimeter-wave region at 36GHz in 1981[4].
MOM diodes have been also used for detection and mixing in the Infrared [11-12, 17] and for
detection at visible frequencies [18]. Antenna-coupled MOM diodes were used in two main
configurations. The first configuration is the point-contact MOM diode [19] which consists of an
oxidized metallic surface in fine contact with a fine etched metallic tip. The metallic tip functions
as an electrode and an antenna. This configuration proved mechanical instability and
irreproducibility. The second and most widely used configuration is the thin film MOM diode
[11, 20]. The thin-film MOM diode consists of an oxide layer sandwiched between two metal
electrodes integrated on substrate. Thin-film MOM diodes proved to stable and reproducible.
The thin film configuration allows studying the properties of integrated circuit antennas. In
addition, the thin film configuration creates the capabilities of integrating the antennas into
8

arrays and forming imaging system. This section will describe the electrical characteristics and
theory of operation of MOM diodes.

2.1.1 Current-voltage characteristics
A MOM diode consists of two metal electrodes separated by a thin oxide layer. The oxide
layer presents a barrier for the electrons. When bias is applied across the junction, electrons
emitted from the first metal electrode can tunnel through the thin oxide layer and be collected by
the second metal electrode. For large applied voltages, the tunnel current density J is best
explained by the Fowler-Nordheim equation [21]:

J=

q 2 ·E 2
4·π ·h·φ 0

⎡ − E0 E ⎤
⎢⎣e
⎥⎦

(2.1)

where q is the charge of the electron, E is the electric field across the junction, h is Plank’s
constant, φ0 is the barrier height and E0 ≡ (8/3)(π·q)1/2(φ0)3/2. Rewriting this equation in terms of
current and voltage yields the I-V characteristic equation for a MOM diode tunnel junction

I=

A 2 ·q 2 ·V 2
4·π ·h·φ 0 ·d

⎡ − E0 d V ⎤
⎢⎣e
⎥⎦

(2.2)

where A is the diode contact area and d is the thickness of the oxide.
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2.1.2 Resistance of a MOM diode
The zero bias dc resistance, R0, of a MOM diode is given by [22]

R0 =

σ
ρ
+
πA 2 A

(2.3)

Where ρ is the resistivity of the metal and σ is the tunnel resistivity of the oxide film. The tunnel
resistivity is a function of the oxide layer’s barrier height, thickness and relative permittivity. The
first term in Eq.2.3 describes the resistance dependence on the oxide layer while the second term
relates resistance to the metal electrodes. Zero bias resistance is plotted versus diode contact area
in Fig.2.1 for a Ni-NiO-Ni diode. The numerical value for NiO tunnel resistivity was extracted
from experimental measurements in [11] and the Ni resistivity was measured in our lab facility.
The values used for the tunnel resistivity of NiO is 2.54·10-12 Ω·m2 and for the resistivity of Ni is
2.8·10-6Ω·m. By controlling the contact area, the diode resistance can be tuned to provide
impedance match to the impedance of the associated antenna and at the same time the diode
capacitance can be tuned according to Eq.2.6 to have the proper cutoff frequency.
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Figure 2. 1 Zero bias resistance versus contact area for a Ni-NiO-Ni diode.
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2.1.3 Theory of operation
An energy diagram of a MOM diode junction is shown in Fig.2.2. The figure shows an
oxide layer with a thickness d between two similar metal electrodes. The electrons in the metal
impinging on the metal- metal-oxide interface have to overcome a potential boundary with an
energy qφ. When a potential is applied between two the metal electrodes (Fig.2.3), electrons
impinging on the interface can overcome the boundary and tunnel through the oxide layer.

Figure 2. 2 Energy diagram for MOM diode under zero bias, Vbias = 0.
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Figure 2. 3 Energy diagram for MOM diode under bias, Vbias > 0.

Electromagnetic radiation coupled into the junction causes an electric field to be induced
into the barrier. Since the barrier thickness d is usually very small compared to the wavelength of
the radiation, an alternating voltage will be developed across the junction having the frequency
of the incident radiation. This voltage will enhance an ac current above the dc current component
resulting from the bias [21].
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Figure 2. 4 Energy diagram for MOM diode under bias, Vbias > 0, with electromagnetic
radiation coupled to the junction.

Due to the nonlinear behavior of the I-V characteristics of the junction, the high
frequency ac voltage developed across the junction will be down converted into a dc component.
The rectified voltage is given by

Vrect = −

1 I " (Vbias ) 2
Vac
4 I ' (Vbias )

(2.4)
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where I′ and I″ represent the first and second derivatives evaluated at Vbias of the I-V
characteristic curve of the junction and Vac is the antenna-coupled ac voltage [22]. The first
derivative of the I-V characteristic curve I’ represents the dynamic resistance of the diode.
Sensitivity is a parameter used to characterize the performance of a MOM diode; it is
proportional to the current responsivity of a MOM diode. Sensitivity has units of V-1 and it is
defined by:

S=

− I " (Vbias )
I ' (Vbias )

(2.5)

2.1.4 Electrical equivalent circuit and cutoff frequency

An antenna-coupled MOM diode is represented in the circuit equivalent model shown in
Fig.2.5.

Figure 2. 5 Electrical equivalent circuit for antenna-coupled MOM diode.
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The cut-off frequency of a MOM diode junction is described by [23]:
fc =

1
2πR A C D

(2.6)

where RA represents the resistance of the antenna, and CD is the capacitance of the diode which is
described by

CD =

ε 0ε r A

(2.7)

d

where εr is the relative permittivity of the oxide, A is the contact area between the two metal
electrodes and d is the thickness of the oxide layer. It is evident from the above set of equations
that a small capacitance is needed for the diode to operate at high frequencies. For operation at
10.6µm, a diode with cutoff frequency above 28.3THz is needed. A smaller capacitance can be
achieved by decreasing the contact area between the metal electrodes or increasing the oxide
layer thickness. However, tunnel currents will be greatly reduced if the oxide layer is made
thicker than 4nm; therefore, decreasing the contact area is a better approach for achieving a high
cutoff frequency. Contact areas in the order of 0.01µm2 are required.

2.1.5 Response time

The response time of the MOM diode is the time taken by the electrons to travel between
the first and the second electrode. For similar metal electrodes, the response time is given by
[25]. The response time is approximated to be in the order of 10-16s which means that the
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tunneling current responds instantaneously to MMW and IR frequencies and may easily respond
in visible frequencies.

2.2 Integrated-circuit slot antennas

The demand for MMW and IR systems is increasing in military and scientific
applications. Using high precision machined waveguides for fulfilling the increasing demand is
finding difficulties due to cost and technology limitations due to the higher frequencies of
operation required which leads to shrinkage of the waveguide dimensions. Integrated-circuit
antennas present a good alternative where antennas are realized by depositing thin films of metal
on dielectric substrates. Although, there are no technology limitations for producing integratedcircuit antennas, the realization of a highly efficient thin-film antenna system remains a
challenge. This is mainly due to surface-wave and conductor losses. Surface-wave losses are due
to the increase of the electrical thickness of the substrate as compared to the wavelength of
operation; and conductor losses are due the occurrence of a complex term in the conductivity of
the metals at high frequencies [26]. Thin film dipole [27], bowtie [28], spiral [9,11], log-periodic
[29], microstrip patch [30], and slot antennas [31-36] have been used in MMW and IR systems.
Due to their ease of fabrication, good radiation characteristics, well studied theory and
geometrical compatibility with our applications, slot antennas were the main type of antenna
used in this work. Some characteristics of slot antennas will be described in the next section.
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2.2.1 Radiation pattern and impedance

The electrical complement of the dipole antenna in free space is a slot antenna in an
infinite metallic sheet. From reciprocity theorem, the E-plane pattern of the dipole antenna in
free space is the H-plane of a slot antenna in free space and vice versa. E-plane and H-plane
patterns of dipole and slot antennas are shown in Fig.2.6. The impedance of a slot antenna, Zslot,
is related to the impedance of a dipole antenna, Zdipole, through Booker’s relation:

Z slot =

4·Z fresspace

2

(2.8)

Z dipole

where Zfreespace is the free space impedance which equals to 377Ω.
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Figure 2. 6 Top left: λ/2 slot antenna. Top right: λ/2 dipole antenna. Bottom left: radiation
pattern of a slot in an infinite metallic sheet. Bottom right: radiation pattern of a dipole in free
space. From [1].

Radiation patterns for dipole and slot antennas on substrates do not follow the reciprocity
theorem. Fig.2.7 shows the expected radiation patterns for dipole and slot antennas on a Gallium
arsenide (GaAs) substrate.
The impedance of a slot antenna can be related to the impedance of a dipole antenna
through the modified Booker’s relation [26]:

Z slot =

4·Z eff

2

(2.9)

Z dipole
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where Zeff is given by

Z eff =

µ0
ε eff ε 0

(2.10)

where µ0 is the free space permeability, ε0 is the free space permittivity, and εeff is the effective
permittivity and it is given by

ε eff =

εr +1

(2.11)

2

where εr is the relative substrate permittivity. The impedance of a 0.475λ (first resonance) and
0.925λ (second resonance) dipole in free-space is 67Ω and 710Ω respectively. From Eq.2.8, the
impedances of 0.475λ and 0.925λ slots in infinite metallic sheets are 530Ω and 50Ω respectively.
The same behavior was found to apply for dipole and slot antennas on substrates [37]. Self and
mutual admittances for slot antennas on Silicon in MMW frequencies were calculated thoroughly
by [38]. Self admittance is the input admittance of a single slot antenna and mutual admittance is
the input admittance of a two parallel slot antennas. Table 2.1 covers some relevant admittance
values and their corresponding impedance values for slot antennas at their first (0.19 λ0) and
second (0.33 λ0) resonance having width to length ratio of 0.02.
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Table 2. 1 Input admittance of single and twin slot antennas on Si from [34] and their
corresponding input impedance.
Slot length

Slot separation

Slot admittance

Slot impedance

(λ0)

(λ0)

(mho)

(Ω)

0.19

0

6.25 × 10-3

160

0.33

0

60 × 10-3

20

0.19

0.34

1.38 × 10-3

724

0.33

0.22

17 × 10-3

58.8

Figure 2. 7 Top left: Slot antenna on substrate. Top right: Dipole antenna on substrate. Bottom:
E-plane - - - and H-plane patterns in air and in dielectric for slot and dipole antennas, slot
patterns to the left and dipole patterns to the right. From [26].
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2.2.2 Efficiency of a slot antenna

The efficiency of an infinitesimal slot is given by [39]

η slot =

Prad

Prad
+ Psw + Pbackside

(2.12)

where Prad is the power radiated to air through the dielectric, Psw is the power coupled to guided
waves and Pbackside is the power radiated directly to air from the slot. The efficiency of an
infinitesimal dipole is given by

η dipole =

Prad
Prad + Psw

(2.13)

From Eq. 2.12, a slot antenna on air will lose no power to surface waves therefore it will
have an efficiency of 50% since it will radiate half of its power to the backside. The slot antenna
on a thin substrate will also suffer minimal surface wave losses, and will have an efficiency that
is similar to the efficiency of a slot antenna on air. A thin substrate is defined to have a thickness
of < λd/100, where λd = λ/√εr. As the substrate gets thicker, the efficiency of the slot antenna
decreases as it couples more power to the substrate in the form of surface waves. Several ways
have been used to improve the efficiency of the slot antenna on a dielectric substrate. One way is
to make the underlying substrate at a thickness of odd multiples of dielectric wavelength λd. .It
was found that the efficiency of the slot antenna oscillates with peaks around substrate
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thicknesses of odd multiples of λd. Another way of improving the efficiency of a slot antenna
lying on an electrically thick substrate is by using by using phase cancellation techniques.
Properly spacing two slot antennas broadside to each other was found to significantly decrease
the power lost to surface waves since the most power lost by the slot antenna goes to the TM0
mode in the broadside direction. The power lost to the TM0 mode as a function of slot antenna
separation is plotted in Fig.2.8 according to the calculation given in appendix: A. For actual
implementation of the twin slot antenna configuration described above, a coplanar waveguide
(CPW) is needed. A CPW acts as a transmission line delivering the radiation from the antenna to
the sensor. A CPW is defined by [40] as a strip of thin metallic film on the surface of a dielectric
slab with two metallic strips running parallel and adjacent to the strip. The CPW characteristic
impedance ZCPW versus the dimensions of the metallic strips is plotted in Fig.2.9 according to the
calculation provided in appendix: B. The CPW impedance should be tuned to provide optimum

Normalized power lost to TM0 mode

matching to the antenna and the diode.
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Figure 2. 8 Normalized power lost to TM0 mode versus slot separation for slot antennas on Si.
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Figure 2. 9 Impedance of a CPW on Si versus ratio between thin metallic strips dimensions.

Substrate lenses have been also used to increase the efficiency of slot antennas [41]. The
ratio of the power radiated by an infinitesimal slot into the substrate to the power radiated in air
is εSub3/2: εAir3/2 [42]. A receiving slot antenna on a Si substrate is then expected, by reciprocity, to
couple ~ 2.5% of the total power received if the antenna is illuminated from air side. The slot
antenna will couple ~ 97.5% of the received power if illuminated through the substrate, however
substrate modes can consume up to 90% of that power coupled to the antenna as described
earlier. In the case of a transmitting antenna, rays leaving the antenna at angles larger than the
critical angles will be trapped as substrate modes. Using substrate lenses eliminates the problem
of substrate modes as all the rays transmitted from the antenna will be normal to lens surface.
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Substrate lenses will suffer the disadvantages of reflection losses and dielectric losses. Reflection
can be eliminated by using a quarter-wave matching layer typically polystyrene in the MMW and
Si3N4 in the IR.

2.3 Antenna simulation

Antenna simulation was made using IE3D [43]. IE3D is an electromagnetic simulator
based on the method-of-moments which solves the current distribution on 3D structures. It has
been widely used for simulating microwave and millimeter-wave integrated circuits. In this work
we are using IE3D to identify the resonant frequency in terms of the reflection coefficient S11.
S11 is defined as the reflection coefficient seen looking into port 1 when all the other ports in the
system are terminated in matched loads [44]. An antenna-coupled diode configuration is a one
port system where the antenna having impedance Zin represents port 1. The diode having an
impedance ZL represents the load. The resonant frequency is identified where S11 has the lowest
value in db indicating the best matching between the diode and the antenna. S11 is given by

S11 =

Z in − Z L
Z in + Z L

(2.14)
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Figure 2. 10 Geometry of a slot antenna on a substrate simulated in IE3D.
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2.4 Figures of merit

The overall performance of the detectors in this work will be evaluated in terms of
voltage responsivity Rv and noise equivalent power NEP. Responsivity is the amount of output
per watt of radiant power input. It can be defined as either output current or voltage per watt of
monochromatic radiation. Voltage responsivity Rv (V/W) for a MOM diode could be defined as

Rv =

Vrect

(2.15)

φin

where Vrect is defined in Eq. 2.4 and φin is the flux incident on the detector and it is defined by

φin = E· Adet

(2.16)

where E is the irradiance (Watt/cm2) and Adet is the optically active detector area. Voltage
responsivity is not sufficient to characterize the sensitivity of a detector. A detector could have
high voltage responsivity but at the same time possess a high noise level. Signal to noise ratio

SNR should be considered when characterizing a sensitivity of a detector. SNR is defined as the
ratio between the signal voltage and the noise voltage Vn and it could be defined for a MOM
diode by:

SNR =

Vrect
Vn

(2.17)
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NEP is the amount of radiant power collected on a detector that will produce an SNR of
1. NEP is given by:

NEP =

φin
SNR

=

Vn
RV

(2.18)

2.5 Focal plane arrays

FPA technology was developed to satisfy the requirement of large detector array through
an integrated-circuit approach. The functions of the FPA are photon detection, detector readout,
signal processing and output multiplexing. The detector array senses the incoming photons and
forms a photocurrent. The photocurrent is read by the read out integrated circuit (ROIC). The
ROIC processes an output the signal in an appropriate form for producing a 2-Dimensional
image.
Focal plane arrays have used for making imaging systems in the visible, IR and MMW
frequencies. Photodetectors and bolometers are integrated on ROIC’s to form imaging systems.
Due to the growing interest in antenna-coupled detectors due to their speed and other capabilities
related to their antenna properties, antenna-coupled detectors were recently implemented on
FPA’s for MMW [45] and IR [46] imaging applications.
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Figure 2. 11 120-element antenna-coupled microbolometer focal plane array. From [45]

Figure 2. 12 8 × 8 pixel array of antenna-coupled infrared detectors. From [46].
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CHAPTER THREE: FABRICATION
Due to the small contact areas needed to be achieved in order to have a MOM diode
rectifying in the IR region and also due to the small size of the infrared antennas, electron-beam
lithography was the tool of choice for the fabrication of detectors in this work. Scanning electron
microscope (SEM)-based electron-beam (e-beam) lithography; and thin film deposition and
processing techniques of evaporation, sputtering, and sputter etching were employed for the
fabrication of antenna-coupled MOM diodes.

3.1 Microlithography

Lithography is a process used to transfer copies of a master pattern onto a surface of a
solid material. Microlithography aims at producing small scale features and is mainly used to
produce integrated circuits. Optical lithography was the first microlithographic techniques to be
used. Latter and due to smaller geometries required in integrated circuit technology, e-beam, xray, ion-beam and extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUV) are other lithographic techniques that
were developed to satisfy the smaller scale requirements [47].

3.2 Electron-beam lithography

E-beam lithography is a technique that is used to produce very fine patterns that are
required by integrated circuit technology. In e-beam lithography, a beam of electrons is scanned
across an e-beam sensitive resist film. By scanning specific areas of the e-beam resist, energy is
deposited in these areas and the desired pattern is transferred. E-beam lithography is used to
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produce patterns as small as 10nm. The pattern size is dependant on the electron accelerating
voltage. From De Broglie’s wave-particle duality theory, the electron wavelength can be
calculated from the relationship between Planck’s constant and the momentum applied to the
electron. For instance, an electron accelerated at 100V will have a wavelength of 0.12nm.
Compared to the shortest wavelength of visible light 390nm, one can imagine how powerful ebeam lithography could be as opposed to optical lithography.

3.2.1 SEM based e-beam lithography (JEOL 5900/Raith Elphy Quantum)

E-beam lithography is performed using dedicated e-beam lithography tools. The Leica
5000+ EBPG shown in Fig.3.1 is an example. This tool was used for doing some of the work
done in this dissertation. In particular, it was used for FPA work presented in chapter seven. Ebeam tools though proved high quality and consistent performance are very expensive tools. A
relatively inexpensive e-beam lithography tool that could be used in instead is a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) converted to be used as an e-beam writer. Raith elphy quantum [48]
is the conversion kit used along with a JEOL5900 SEM for most of the lithography work
performed in this dissertation. A schematic of the system is shown in Fig.3.2. The JEOL5900
SEM has a lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) cathode filament operating by thermionic emission.
The electrons emitted from the Lab6 cathode are accelerated towards an anode. The condenser
lens does the primary focusing of the e-beam. The objective lens aperture serves to stop any stray
electrons passing through the system i.e. clean the beam. We use a 20µm objective lens aperture
for achieving the best patterning results in our system. Stigmators, special types of electron
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Figure 3. 1 Leica 5000+ EBPG e-beam lithography tool.

Figure 3. 2 Schematic of JEOL 5900 SEM column showing the integration between SEM and
Raith nanolithography system.
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lenses, are used to eliminate astigmatism present in the e-beam. Astigmatism is due to
imperfections in the construction and alignment of the e-beam column. The objective lens does
the final focusing of the beam onto the substrate. The condenser and objective lenses are electron
lenses that use magnetic fields to focus e-beams. Electron lenses suffer aberrations that can affect
beam quality and size mainly spherical and chromatic aberrations. The beam blanker is used to
turn the beam on and off. It is a parallel plate with an applied potential that electrostatically
deflects the beam. XY scan coils are used for beam deflection off of the optical axis and hence
scanning the beam to desired locations across the substrate. Another important item used in the
converted e-beam system is a faraday cup connected to a picoammeter for measuring the current
of the e-beam incident on the sample. The faraday cup in our system is located in the same
fixture of the beam blanker. The current indicates the size of the e-beam is which is critical for
pattern exposures. Both the beam blanker and the XY scan coils are controlled by the raith
lithography system. The Raith uses a 16 bit digital-to-analog (DAC) converter to control the
SEM XY scan coils. It also handles turning the beam on and off by taking over the beam blanker
controls. The raith software divides the writefield into 216 = 65536 pixels. For a given SEM
viewfield, the size of a pixel equals viewfield size/ 65536. For example, for a 100µm viewfield,
the smallest pixel size is 100µm/65536pixels = 1.5nm/pixel. The maximum beam deflection
speed in our system is 333 kHz corresponding to an area dwelltime of 3µs. Area dwelltime is the
time needed for the beam to travel between two adjacent pixels. The exposure dose is the current
delivered to a certain area for a given amount of time and it has units of µC/cm2 for an area
exposure or µC/cm for a single pixel line exposure.
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3.2.2 E-beam lithography processes

Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is the e-beam sensitive resist used for lithography
throughout this work. It is one of the first materials developed for e-beam lithography [49]. It is a
positive high resolution resist that is widely used in e-beam lithography. However, it is a low
sensitivity resist. In our system, it requires a dose of about 100µC/cm2. By copolymerizing
methyl methacrlate and methacrylic acid, a more sensitive but lower resolution resist P(MMAMAA) is obtained. PMMA liquid is usually dropped and spin coated on the surface of a
substrate. The spinning speed determines the thickness of the PMMA film. PMMA is then baked
on a hot plate at 180oC for ten minutes. When e-beam exposed, the polymer chains in PMMA are
broken leaving the exposed areas more soluble in the developer. Methyl-isobutyl-ketone (MIBK)
is used as a developer to dissolve the exposed areas in the PMMA film. MIBK being a strong
developer is usually mixed with isopropanol (IPA) to prevent dissolving unexposed areas of the
resist.
Two main processes are used to define patterns on substrates, and additive and a
subtractive process (Fig.3.3). In the additive process, also known as liftoff, resist is spin coated
on a substrate. The resist is then exposed and developed resulting in the removal of the resist
from the areas it was exposed. A thin film is then deposited covering the entire surface of the
substrate. The substrate is then immersed into a solution that dissolves the resist. The resist
dissolves and the thin material above it is lifted off leaving only the deposited material on the
exposed areas. In the subtractive process, the resist is spun over the thin film material. The resist
is then exposed in the areas where the material is to be removed. The exposed parts of the
material are etched while the desired parts remain protected by the resist.
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1) Expose and develop resist.

1) Expose and develop resist.

e-

e-

2) Metallize.

2) Etch metal.

3) Liftoff.

3) Remove resist.

Resist

Substrate

Metal

Figure 3. 3 Left: Additive liftoff process. Right: Subtractive process.
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The liftoff and the subtractive lithography processes are used throughout this work. In the
liftoff process, a bilayer resist is used to provide a distinct break between the metal deposited on
top of the resist and the metal deposited on the substrate. This effect is best explained in Fig.3.4.

Figure 3. 4 Left: Bilayer PMMA exposed and developed with an undercut that allows clean
liftoff. Right: Liftoff.

3.3 Thin film deposition and processing techniques

Evaporation, sputtering and sputter etching are the thin film techniques that were used to
fabricate the devices in this work. Electrical isolation layers of SiO2 were deposited by electronbeam evaporation. Ground planes for the slot antennas were formed by evaporating thin metallic
layers of Cr and Au or Auld in some cases. The choice of using evaporation as a deposition
technique was forced by the availability of these materials as sputter targets; deposition by
sputtering though is preferred due to better film qualities achieved and less equipment
complexity. Slots were defined in the ground planes by means of sputter etching. And MOM
diodes were formed by dc magnetron sputtering of Ni and RF diode sputtering of NiO.
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3.3.1 Evaporation

Evaporation is one of the oldest thin film deposition techniques. It is achieved by heating
a material to the point of vaporization. The material then evaporates and deposits in the form of a
thin film on the surface of a substrate. Thermal evaporation is achieved by passing a current
through a boat made out of a refractory (high temperature) material. The material of interest is
placed in the boat. The current passing through the boat causes the temperature of the boat to rise
and thus melting the material. In e-beam evaporation, an electron beam is focused on a crucible
containing the material of interest. The e-beam is swept across the material causing the material
to melt and evaporate. E-beam evaporation is very effective in depositing non-conductive
materials and it was found very reliable in depositing SiO2 layers in this work.

3.3.2 Sputtering

Sputtering is accomplished by bombarding a target with highly energetic ions emitted
from an inert gas discharge, typically Argon ions (Ar+). As a result of momentum transfer from
the incoming ions, atoms are knocked off from the surface of the target and are deposited on the
substrate. The positive Ar+ ions are incident on the metal target biased to be the cathode. The
metal atoms are knocked loose by the incident Are ions and are deposited on the target. Metal
targets or sources can be operated with both dc and radio frequency (RF) potentials. Nonconductive material targets cannot be operated with dc potentials. RF potentials are needed to
supply energy to the ions and thus preventing positive charge accumulation on the nonconductive material target that happens in the case of dc. Two types of sputter sources are
commonly used, diode and magnetron. Both sources can be operated under dc or RF. Diode
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sputtering consists of a target biased at a negative high potential. The high potential between the
target and the grounded substrate creates the plasma when argon gas is introduced. Diode
sputtering is simple but suffers low deposition rates. Magnetron sputtering sources, though
complex, utilize magnetic fields to increase the sputtering rate by forcing a longer electron path
length and hence increasing the ionization rate. Sputter etching is a technique where the sputter
target is replaced by the substrate. The substrate in this case is biased to be the cathode and thus
attracting Ar+ ions. The Ar+ ions knock loose atoms on the substrate removing the masking resist
and the substrate material.

3.3.3 Ellipsometry

Ellipsometry is a technique used to characterize optical thin films. By measuring the ratio
of amplitude coefficients for p- and s-polarized light, optical constants can be determined [50].
The refractive index for the NiO layer was determined using an IR ellipsometer, Fig.3.5. The
measured refractive index is used to calculate the diode capacitance.
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Figure 3. 5 Refractive index versus wavelength for NiO.

3.4 A Typical Device Fabrication Process

A typical process for producing a slot antenna coupled Ni-NiO-Ni diode will be outlined in this
section.

3.4.1 Slot antenna ground plane

Most of the devices are fabricated on high resistivity, ρ, silicon substrates with

ρ>5000Ω.cm. The substrate is coated with SiO2 to electrically isolate the device from the silicon
substrate. SiO2 was deposited using e-beam evaporation. The Accelerating voltage used on the
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e-beam gun was 4.65KV. The deposition was made at a current varying between 15-20mA with
a rate of 3nm/sec at a pressure of 7.5mTorr. Following this deposition, the slot antenna ground
plane was formed. Governed by material availability, some of the ground planes were formed by
a combination of 120nm of Gold (Au) on top of 15nm of Chromium (Cr), where Cr was used as
an adhesion layer. Cr was deposited using e-beam evaporation. The accelerating voltage used on
the electron-beam gun was 4.65KV. The deposition was made at a current varying between 1215mA with a rate of 0.08nm/sec and a pressure of 3mTorr. Au was thermally evaporated at 3A at
a rate of 0.03nm/sec at a pressure of 2mTorr. The other ground plane used in this work consisted
of 120nm of Gold Palladium (AuPd) on top of 15nm of Nickel (Ni) where Ni was used as an
adhesion layer. Ni was dc magnetron sputtered. The deposition was done at 2KW of applied
power to the Ni target. The deposition was made at 5mTorr of Argon pressure and Chamber base
pressure of 20 mTorr. AuPd was deposited using thermal evaporation. The deposition current
was 3A at a rate of 1nm/sec and a pressure of 12mTorr.

3.4.2 E-beam lithography for dual-band slot structures

To fabricate the slot antennas, bilayer resist was prepared on top of the ground plane. The
bottom layer is a 350nm of P(MMA-MAA) 9% baked for 10 minutes on a hotplate at 180oC. The
top layer is 150nm of 495K PMMA baked for 10 minutes on a hotplate at 180oC. Tables 3.1 and
3.2 summarize the exposure conditions for both MMW and IR slot antennas. The MMW and IR
antenna structure dimensions are different. The smallest feature size in the IR antenna in this
work is 200nm. Therefore, a low current, corresponding to a small e-beam spot size, is needed
for exposing an IR antenna pattern. In addition, a small exposure field of view is needed for
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exposing the IR antenna. The Raith software discretizes a 100µm SEM field of view into pixels
with areas as small as 1.5nm × 1.5nm as described in 3.2.1. A 100µm x 100µm writefield is used
for writing the IR antenna because more writing resolution is achieved with a smaller
addressable pixel size. On the other hand, a 1mm × 1mm field of view is needed for writing the
MMW antenna. The smallest dimension in the MMW antenna structure is 25µm. Therefore, a
larger current, beam spot size, is needed for exposing the MMW antenna. The IR antenna was
first exposed at a 100µm x 100µm writefield which corresponds to a ×800 magnification in the
SEM. A set of four alignment marks are exposed at the same writefield with the IR antenna. The
magnification was then changed to ×95 to expose the MMW antenna. Previous to both
exposures, a 100µm x 100µm writefield at ×800 and a 1mm × 1mm writefield at ×95 were
aligned for precise dimension and to each other using a calibration sample. After processing the
antennas, the MOM diode electrodes were exposed with reference to the set of four alignment
marks that were exposed earlier.
Table 3. 1 Exposure conditions for slot antennas.

Exposure

Current in

Pixel

Dwelltime

Dose

current

raith

MMW antenna

3nA

3nA

6

3µsec

2000µC.cm2/sec

IR antenna

12pA

7.776pA

1

3µsec

10µC.cm2/sec
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Table 3. 2 Exposure conditions for slot antennas, continued.

Writefield

Magnification

size
MMW antenna

1mm×1mm

× 95

Working

Developing

distance (mm)

time

10

1min. in
MIBK:IPA
1:1

IR antenna

100µm × 100µm

× 800

10

1min. in
MIBK:IPA
1:1

3.4.3 Sputter etching for defining slots in ground plane

Utilizing the e-beam resist as a mask, the slot patterns were etched in the ground plane using
sputter etching. PMMA proved to be a very good etch mask for RF sputter etching in Ar plasma.
The AuPd layer was sputter etched at 700W of RF power. The sputtering chamber base pressure
was 5mTorr. Ar was supplied into the chamber at a pressure of 5mTorr corresponding to
19.5sccm. The following procedure outlines the sputter etch process (Fig.3.6). 1) Starting with
AuPd on Ni ground plane. 2) The slot structure is patterned in e-beam positive resist. 3) Sputter
etching in RF generated Ar plasma was used to etch the slots into the Au ground plane utilizing
PMMA as a mask. 4) Ultrasonic agitation is used to remove the remaining resist. Sputter etching
was performed for 12min. divided into 3min. intervals with a 6min. cool down intervals in
between. The cool down was performed in order to prevent the e-beam resist from getting
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damaged. The resist could be easily damaged if high RF power is used during the sputter etch
process. The sample was then submerged in acetone, and ultrasonic agitation for 10sec. was
performed to remove the remaining resist. The remaining resist after the sputter etch process is
not directly removed by acetone. It is harder to remove as it becomes more adhesive to the metal.
In addition, if high power is applied during the sputter etch process the damaged resist becomes
non-removable by ultrasonic agitation. Fig.3.7 shows a comparison between a successful sputter
etch process and a sputter etch process where PMMA was damaged.

1)

3)

e-

2)

Ar+

4)

Resist Si

SiO2

Figure 3. 6 Sputter etch process schematic side view.
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Cr

Au

Figure 3. 7 Left: Successful sputter etch and PMMA removal process. Right: PMMA damage by
sputter etching.

3.4.4 Fabrication of MOM diode

A bilayer resist was used for the fabrication of MOM diodes. The bottom layer is a 350nm of
P(MMA-MAA) 9% baked for 10 minutes on a hotplate at 180oC. The top layer is 150nm of
495K PMMA baked for 10 minutes on a hotplate at 180oC. The electrodes were exposed as
single pixel lines in a 100µm × 100µm writefield at a dose of 15000µC·cm/sec and 61.4µsec of
dwelltime. The resist was post-exposure developed for 30 sec. in 1:3 mixture of (MIBK:IPA).
The linewidth of the diode electrodes was controlled by changing electron-beam working
distance (WD). The exposure for diodes in 4.1.1was made at a WD of 10mm resulting in 250nm
electrodes; and for diodes in 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, 120nm and 135nm electrodes were achieved at a
WD of 7mm. DC magnetron sputtering is then used to deposit the first Ni electrode. The
deposition was done at 2KW of applied power to the Ni target. The deposition was made at
5mTorr of Argon pressure and chamber base pressure of 20 mTorr. Liftoff was performed
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removing all the excess metal and ending with the first Ni electrode. The same procedure was
used for the next two layers of NiO and Ni except that NiO was RF diode sputtered at 100W of
RF power.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DESIGN OF DUAL-BAND ANTENNA-COUPLED
MOM DIODES

4.1 Dual-band antenna designs

Using slot antennas, three novel dual-band antenna-coupled detector designs are
presented. Design considerations such as impedance matching between the antenna and the
MOM diode, antenna resonant length and cutoff frequencies are discussed.

4.1.1 MMW slot antenna / IR dipole antenna coupled to Ni-NiO-Ni diode

A MMW slot antenna is integrated with an IR dipole antenna in this design. In Fig.4.1,
the L-shaped structures are the dc bias pads. The vertical separation between the bias pads
defines the MMW slot antenna; while the two horizontal separations are defined to allow for
detector bias. The MOM diode is centered at the feed of the slot antenna and is connected to an
IR dipole antenna as shown in Figs.4.2 and 4.3. The length of the MMW slot is 0.20λ0, its width
is 4.7×10-3λ0. It is designed to operate at first resonance at 94 GHz and is predicted from Table
2.1 to have an impedance of 160Ω. The IR dipole was designed for λ/2 resonant operation at 28.3
THz; its total arm length is 3.1µm and its cross-arm width is 0.275µm. IE3D was used to
simulate the dipole antenna. The reflection coefficient S11 is plotted versus wavelength in Fig.4.4
predicting a resonance at 26 THz with a bandwidth of 1.5THz and an antenna impedance of 52Ω.
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Bias pads

MOM diode
and IR antenna
MMW slot
antenna

DC bias cut

Figure 4. 1 MMW slot antenna and detector bias configuration.

MOM diode
and IR dipole
antenna
MMW slot
antenna

Connection
between bias pads
and MOM diode

Figure 4. 2 Connection between the bias pads and MOM diode at the feed of the MMW slot.
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275nm × 275nm
Ni-NiO-Ni diode

Figure 4. 3 Infrared dipole antenna-coupled Ni-NiO-Ni diode.
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Figure 4. 4 S11 versus wavelength for IR dipole antenna.
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The fabricated diode contact area is 0.075µm2. The diode measured an impedance of
179Ω; therefore we expect it to be well matched to the MMW slot antenna and poorly matched
to the IR dipole antenna. The oxide layer thickness was measured to be 3.5nm with a relative
permittivity, determined by IR ellipsometry, of 3.24. Based on those measurements, the
capacitance of the diode as defined by Eq.2.7 is estimated to be 512aF. Based on the above
antenna impedance simulations and substituting in Eq.2.6, the cutoff frequency for a 160Ω
MMW slot antenna coupled to 512aF MOM diode is 1.94THz and for a 52Ω IR slot antenna is
5.97THz. The device is then expected to operate above the cutoff frequency in the MMW band
and below the cutoff frequency in the IR band. A smaller capacitance diode is needed for the
device to operate above cutoff frequency in the IR; this could be achieved by either increasing
the thickness of the NiO layer or decreasing the diode’s contact area. Since tunneling currents
would be significantly reduced by increasing the thickness of the oxide layer more than 3.5nm,
therefore decreasing the contact area is a more feasible modification.

4.1.2 MMW twin slot antenna / IR single slot coupled to Ni-NiO-Ni diode

The sensor configuration is shown in Fig.4.5. Two MMW slot antennas are etched in a
3mm × 3mm Au ground plane. The slot antennas are spaced by 0.22λ0 in order to minimize
surface-wave coupling to the dominant TM0 mode as discussed in 2.2.2. A CPW is utilized to
feed coupled MMW radiation to the MOM sensor located at the center of the CPW. The CPW is
modified as shown in Fig.4.6 to accommodate an IR slot antenna. DC cuts are made in both the
MMW slot ground plane and the modified central area of the CPW to allow for sensor bias. The
MOM diode is connected to the IR slot antenna as shown in Fig.4.7. The CPW strip width is
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40µm, corresponding to a characteristic impedance of 51Ω. The MMW slot antenna is designed
to operate at second resonance at 94GHz and is predicted from table2.1 to have and of ∼ 58Ω.
The IR slot was designed as a one-wavelength slot for operation at 28.3 THz; its length is 0.75λ0
and its width is 0.085λ0. The design was based on one-wavelength slot theory for wavelengths
below 120µm [33]. The IR slot antenna was simulated by IE3D; the reflection coefficient S11 is
plotted versus wavelength in Fig.4.8 predicting a resonance at 25.6THz with a bandwidth of
2THz and an antenna impedance of 35Ω.

Au ground plane
MMW Twin slot

IR slot antenna
and MOM diode

1mm

DC bias cut

CPW

710µm

Figure 4. 5 Optical microscope image of MMW twin slot in Au ground plane.
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IR slot
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place and bias IR
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Figure 4. 6 CPW modification to include IR slot antenna.
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DC bias cut

120nm × 120nm
Ni-NiO-Ni diode

Figure 4. 7 Infrared slot antenna-coupled Ni-NiO-Ni diode.
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Figure 4. 8 S11 versus wavelength for IR dipole antenna.

The fabricated diode contact area in this design is 0.0014µm2. The diode measured an
impedance of 61Ω; therefore we expect it to be well matched to both antennas. The oxide layer
thickness was measured to be 3.5nm with a relative permittivity. Based on those measurements,
the capacitance of the diode is estimated to be 117aF. Based on the above antenna impedance
simulations and substituting in Eq.2.6, the cutoff frequency for a 58Ω MMW twin slot antenna
coupled to 117aF MOM diode is 23THz and for a 35Ω IR slot antenna is 38THz. Therefore, the
device is expected to operate above the cutoff frequency in both bands.
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4.1.3 MMW single slot antenna / IR single slot coupled to Ni-NiO-Ni diode

The sensor configuration is shown in Fig.4.9. A MMW slot antenna is etched in a 3mm ×
3mm AuPd ground plane. The feed of the MMW slot antenna is modified as shown in fig.4.10 to
accommodate an IR slot antenna. DC cuts are made in both the MMW slot ground plane and the
modified feed to allow for sensor bias. The MOM diode is centered at the feed of the IR slot
antenna. The MMW slot antenna is designed to operate at second resonance and is predicted to
have an impedance of ∼ 160Ω. The IR slot is designed similar to the IR slot described in 5.1.2
and is expected to have the same properties.
The fabricated diode contact area in this design is 0.0018µm2. The diode measured an
impedance of 55Ω; therefore we expect it to be poorly matched to the MMW slot antenna and
well matched to the IR dipole antenna. The capacitance of the diode is estimated to be 149aF.
Based on the above antenna impedance simulations and substituting in Eq.2.6, the cutoff
frequency for a 160Ω MMW twin slot antenna coupled to 149aF MOM diode is 6.7THz and for
a 35Ω IR slot antenna is 30THz. Therefore, the device is expected to operate above the cutoff
frequency in both bands.
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DC bias cut

AuPd ground
plane

MMW slot feed
containing
IR slot antenna
and MOM diode

MMW slot
antenna

Figure 4. 9 MMW slot antenna

MMW slot
antenna

IR slot
antenna
Feed modified to
place and bias IR
slot antenna

Figure 4. 10 Modification in MMW slot antenna feed to include IR slot antenna
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CHAPTER FIVE: TESTING AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Different techniques were used to test and characterize the fabricated sensors in this
work. The MOM diodes were characterized through measuring their I-V characteristics and
noise behavior. Two separate test setup were used to characterize the antenna properties,
polarization dependence and radiation patterns, the overall sensor NEP and dual-band
simultaneous response.

5.1 I-V characteristics and sensitivity of MOM diodes

I-V plots for the devices were measured using an HP4145B parameter analyzer. The
captured data for the I-V characteristic curve was further processed to plot the first and second
derivative of the I-V curve and the sensitivity of the device, defined in Eq2.5. The diode in
design 4.1.1 shown in Fig.5.1 measured a 179Ω of zero bias resistance From Eq.2.3, a 15Ω zero
bias resistance is predicted for the diode so the contact leads connecting the diode to the bond
pads are expected to have a contribution to the resistance of the diode. The maximum sensitivity
for the diodes in 4.1.1 is 1.65V-1. This problem is eliminated in design 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 where the
diode is directly contacted to the bond pads. The diode in design 4.1.2 shown in Fig.5.2
measured 61Ω of zero bias resistance and maximum sensitivity of 2.75V-1. The diode in 4.1.3
measured 55Ω.
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Figure 5. 1 Top left: I-V curve for diode in 4.1.1. Top right: 1st derivative of I-V curve. The
minima represent zero bias resistance. Bottom left: 2nd derivative of I-V curve. Bottom right:
diode sensitivity (-2nd derivative / 1st derivative).
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Figure 5. 2 Top left: I-V curve for diode in 4.1.2. Top right: 1st derivative of I-V curve. The
minima represent zero bias resistance. Bottom left: 2nd derivative of I-V curve. Bottom right:
diode sensitivity (-2nd derivative / 1st derivative).

5.2 Noise in MOM diodes

Noise measurements for our devices were made using signal analyzer 3562A. Our
devices were connected to a low noise amplifier setup shown in Fig.5.3. The system noise is
1.8nV/√Hz. A low noise bias source (Fig.5.4) is used to bias the MOM diode. The low noise bias
source and the amplifiers in all the low noise circuit are battery operated to avoid the noise of
power supplies. The diode signal is then preamplified by a 10× amplification stage. The
amplified signal is then input into high pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.15Hz. The signal
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is then amplified using a 100× amplifier. The signal is then input and measured by a signal
analyzer. The total signal amplification is 1000×. Such a high amplification is used to raise the
diode signal level above the inherent noise of the signal analyzer.

Low Noise
Bias Source

Low Noise
X10 Amplifier

High Pass
Filter

Diode
Under Test

Signal
Analyzer
3562A

Low Noise
X100 Amplifier

LabView for
Data Acquisition

Figure 5. 3 Low noise amplifier block diagram for testing MOM diode noise.

Figure 5. 4 Circuit diagram for 1V low noise bias source for MOM diode bias.
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Figure 5. 5 Circuit diagram for 10× low noise amplifier.

Figure 5. 6 Circuit diagram for high pass filter and 100× amplification stage.
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The noise that influences MOM diodes are: Johnson noise, shot noise, 1/f noise and noise
of the electronics therefore the total noise of a MOM system would be given by

2
2
Vn = VJ2 + Vshot
+ V12/ f + Velec

(5.1)

Johnson noise is due to thermal agitation of charge carriers and is given by:

VJ = 4 ⋅ k ⋅ T ⋅ Rmom

(5.2)

The shot noise, due to spikes in current generated by the flow of electrons in a diode is given by:

Vshot = 2 ⋅ q ⋅

Vmom
Rmom

(5.3)

The 1/f noise component is due to the structure of the material, deposition techniques and is
inversely proportional to the area of the device, for small areas the presence of hot spots and
pinholes increase the noise of the device, the 1/f noise is given by:

V1 / f = Vb2 ⋅

k
fβ

(5.4)
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Fig.5.7 shows noise spectrum measured for two diodes with different contact areas. 1/f noise is
shown to increase with the reduction of the MOM diode’s contact area.
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Figure 5. 7 Noise spectra for MOM diodes with different contact areas.

The noise of the electronics Velec is the contribution of the measurement setup to the total
noise and is measured and added to the noise of the device. Substituting 1.8nV/√Hz for the
electronics noise Velec and using the above set of equations to calculate the noise of an 82Ω MOM
diode at room temperature and 150mV of bias voltage, we get a Johnson noise Vj of 1.16nV/√Hz
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and a shot noise Vshot of 0.024nV/√Hz. The total noise of the diode is 4.88nV/√Hz. Therefore the
1/f noise equals 4.39nV/√Hz which indicates that the 1/f noise behavior is dominant in MOM
structures. The noise spectrum for the MOM diode in the above discussion is plotted (Fig.5.8) in
comparison to a resistor having the same resistance value and bias conditions. The plot proves
definite 1/f noise behavior.

82 ohm resistor @ 150mV of bias
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Figure 5. 8 Noise spectrum for a MOM diode and an ohmic resistor with same resistance values
and under same bias condition.
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5.2 MMW test setup

For testing in the GHz region, Fig.5.9, radiation from a 90-94 GHz Gunn oscillator output
power was input into a PIN diode switch that is used to modulate the MMW power output and
finally a horn antenna (2.7cm×2.3cm) was used to irradiate the device. The modulated detector
response signals were amplified and then captured using a lock-in amplifier.

Figure 5. 9 MMW test setup for testing antenna-coupled detectors.
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5.3 Infrared test setup

For testing THz response, Fig.5.10, the detector was irradiated by a CO2 laser at 10.6µm.
The laser radiation is attenuated by a linear polarizer. The polarization incident on the
detector is controlled by a half-wave plate. An afocal system is used to expand and collimate
the beam; and a final F/8 or an F/1 lens is used to focus the beam into a diffraction limited
spot onto the device. The device response was optimized by accurately positioning it in the
focus of the laser beam by mounting it on a three-axis micro-positioning stage. A mechanical
chopper was used to modulate the laser beam. A lock-in amplifier is used to capture the
modulated radiation.

Figure 5. 10 IR test setup for characterizing antenna-coupled detectors.
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5.3 Antenna performance

MMW and IR slot antennas are characterized for polarization sensitivity and reception
patterns.

5.3.1 Polarization sensitivity

For MMW polarization sensitivity measurements, a flexible twistable waveguide was
used. The waveguide was connected between the MMW gunn oscillator and the horn antenna.
The waveguide was then twisted at 45o increments in order to modify the radiation incident on
the detector. For IR polarization sensitivity measurements, the linear polarizer was fixed and the
half was plate was rotated to modify the radiation incident on the detector. Polarization ratio was
calculated by dividing the detectors maximum response by minimum response. Figs.5.11, 5.12
and 5.13 are plots for normalized detector response versus polarization angle. A cosine square fit
was also plotted along with detector response for all three detectors. In all three cases, the
maximum detector response was obtained when the incident radiation was perpendicularly
polarized with respect to the slot antenna which is an expected behavior; the opposite behavior is
true for a dipole antenna. Polarization ratio was found to be 6:1, 13:1 and 4:1 respectively for
detectors with MMW slot, MMW twin slot and IR slot antennas. The dc bias cuts that exist in all
the antenna designs in this work can lower the antenna polarization ratios. The dc bias cuts are ~
1.5mm each for the MMW slot antenna, ~ 1.1mm each for the MMW twin slot antenna and ~
12.5µm each for the IR antenna. Being of comparable dimensions to the antennas and at the
same time placed in opposite orientation, the dc bias cuts will act as slot antennas and pick-up
some of the incident radiation that is polarized parallel to the detector and thus reducing the
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polarization sensitivities of the antenna. The ground plane sizes used were 3mm × 3mm in the
MMW and ~ 25µm × 25µm in the IR. Bigger ground planes will cause the dc bias cuts to be
longer compared to the antennas and thus of less contribution to the detector response, however
the ground plane sizes we are using are close to the sizes of pixels in FPA’s in the MMW and IR.
Another approach for minimizing the effect for the dc bias cuts s by reducing their width which
will shift their resonant frequency away from the frequency of the slot antennas.
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Figure 5. 11 MMW slot antenna-coupled MOM diode response versus polarization angle.
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Figure 5. 12 MMW twin slot antenna-coupled MOM diode response versus polarization angle.
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Figure 5. 13 IR slot antenna-coupled MOM diode response versus polarization angle.
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5.3.2 Reception patterns

A reception (radiation) pattern is defined as a graphical representation of the radiation
properties of the antenna as a function of space coordinates [51]. The reception pattern is
measured in the far field. In this work we measure the E- and H-planes for slot antennas
illuminated from air side. The E-plane pattern is measured by orienting the slot antenna
vertically and rotating the detector as shown in Fig.2.7. The H-plane pattern is measured by
orienting the slot antenna horizontally and rotating the detector as shown in Fig.2.7. The
reception patterns are measured by mounting the detector on a rotational stage. The detector
response is measured at 2o angular increments of the rotational stage. F/8 optics with a 200µm
diameter laser beam spot was used to measure IR patterns. The IR detector has to be refocused
each time the rotational stage angle is changed. A horn antenna is used to irradiate the detector
for MMW antenna reception patterns. The normalized detected voltage in dB is then plotted
versus the angle of incidence.
Figs.5.14 and 5.15 show E- and H-plane patterns for a MMW slot antenna. The E-plane
plot shows two major lobes at ±22o and ±66o. The H-plane pattern shows a multi-lobe behavior.
Fig. 5.16 shows the E- and H-plane patterns for a MMW twin slot antenna. The E-plane pattern
is broader than the H-plane pattern and both patterns exhibit a single major lobe behavior. The
patterns for the IR slot antenna are displayed in Fig.5.17. The E-plane pattern is broader than the
H-plane pattern.
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Figure 5. 14 E-plane pattern for MMW slot antenna.

Figure 5. 15 H-plane pattern for MMW slot antenna.
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Figure 5. 16 E- and H-plane patterns for MMW twin slot antenna.

Figure 5. 17 E- and H-plane patterns for IR slot antenna.
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5.4 MMW / IR simultaneous response

For simultaneous response verification, MMW and IR radiation were modulated at two
different frequencies. The MMW radiation is modulated by the PIN diode and the IR radiation is
modulated by a mechanical chopper. Both MMW and IR radiations were made simultaneously
incident on the device. The detected signal was input into a spectrum analyzer. The spectrum
analyzer display range was adjusted to cover both frequencies of modulation. Simultaneous
response was verified by observing two peaks at the modulated frequencies. An image of the
spectrum analyzer output is shown in Figs.5.18, 5.19 and 5.20 verifying simultaneous dual-band
operation of the detectors in 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 respectively.

MMW

IR

Figure 5. 18 Spectrum analyzer output showing simultaneous dual-band operation of the
detector in 4.1.1.
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MMW

IR

Figure 5. 19 Spectrum analyzer output showing simultaneous dual-band operation of the
detector in 4.1.2.

MMW

IR

Figure 5. 20 Spectrum analyzer output showing simultaneous dual-band operation of the
detector in 4.1.3.
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5.5 Overall detector performance

Figs.5.21 and 5.22 show plots for the normalized MMW and IR responses, and the
second derivative of the I-V characteristic curve versus bias voltage of the diode. It is observed
that both MMW and IR voltage responses follow the second derivative of the I-V curve. This is
an indication that the response of devices is mainly due to tunneling mechanism in MOM diodes.

NEP was calculated for MMW and IR detectors under the conditions outlined in
table5.1. The MMW twin slot antenna-coupled MOM diode has an NEP of 50pW/√Hz (at 100Hz
of modulation frequency) and 137pW/√Hz (at 10Hz of modulation frequency). This is the best
MMW sensitivity achieved in this work. The electrical bandwidth of our system is 1.87Hz. This
means that the MMW twin slot antenna-coupled MOM diode has an NEP of 187pW (at 10Hz of
modulation frequency). Our MMW detector is a factor of 5 less sensitive than the pixels on
Raytheon’s 24 × 28 bolometer based imager for 95GHz detection which has an NEP of 36.6pW
(at 10Hz of modulation frequency) [52]. The IR dipole antenna-coupled MOM diode has the
highest IR detector response in this work. It measured 216pW/√Hz (at 100Hz of modulation)
frequency.
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Figure 5. 21 I-V characteristic curve, its first derivative, second derivative and sensitivity versus
bias voltage for Ni-NiO-Ni diode in 4.1.1.
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Figure 5. 22 I-V characteristic curve, its first derivative, second derivative and sensitivity versus
bias voltage for Ni-NiO-Ni diode in 4.1.2
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Table 5. 1 Irradiance, optically active detector areas, SNR and NEP for the detectors.

2

Design 4.1.1

Design 4.1.2

MMW

9.8×100

4.5×100

IR

1.4×106

3.6×106

MMW

9.7×10-9

1.1×10-7

IR

7.5×10-13

7.2×10-12

MMW

1.1×103

1.0×104

IR

3.75×103

4.2×104

MMW

86×10-12

50×10-12

IR

216×10-12

620×10-12

E (W/m )

2

Adet (m )

SNR

NEP (W/√Hz)
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CHAPTER SIX: DUAL-BAND FOCAL PLANE ARRAYS
To utilize dual-band detection properties of our sensors, a special detector arrangement is
needed to be able to integrate the sensor on a read-out integrated-circuit (ROIC). For this
purpose, we designed and fabricated the FPA arrangement shown below in Fig.6.1. A MMW slot
/ IR slot antennas configuration is used. In the proposed design, one 3mm × 3mm MMW pixel
on the ROIC will contain an array of 120 × 120 IR detectors. If one single IR pixel is
25µm×25µm; then only 5% of the area utilized by the MMW slot antenna as a ground plane will
be slotted for placing the IR detectors, and only 1.1% of the IR detectors will be removed in
order to place the MMW slot. The proposed arrangement is flexible for various IR pixel sizes.
Current commercial ROIC’s have pixel sizes that vary between 20-50µm.
In the proposed design (Fig.6.2), a MOM diode is placed at the feed of the MMW slot antenna.
The contact area dimensions are relaxed because the diode will be only used for MMW
detection. A 4 × 4 array of IR pixels is populated with MOM diodes. The slotted separations
between the IR pixels are 200nm wide which corresponds to λ/15000 at 94GHz. Modifications
were made to the metallizations of some of the inactive IR pixels in order to be able to bias the
MMW and the IR active pixels. The response of the MMW slot antenna-coupled MOM diode
embedded in the FPA structure was measured and compared to a regular MMW slot antennacoupled MOM diode (Fig.6.3). Both antennas had similar dimensions. The response of the
regular MMW slot antenna-coupled MOM was found to be 3 times higher than the response of
the FPA MMW slot antenna-coupled MOM. The lower response could be due to a change in the
input impedance of the MMW slot antenna structure. The slotted ground plane for the MMW slot
antenna was modeled [43] as a homogenous ground plane material. The conductivity of the
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material was altered meanwhile monitoring the antenna efficiency. The antenna efficiency was
found to decrease by a factor of 3 when the conductivity of the ground plane material is
decreased to 0.6% of the initial conductivity of the ground plane material. The decrease in
antenna efficiency can correspond to the decrease in the responsivity of the detector.
Polarization sensitivity was examined. The FPA MMW slot shows polarization behavior
similar to a regular MMW slot antenna (Fig.6.4). On the other hand, the IR slot antenna shows
weak polarization sensitivity, polarization ratio 1.4:1 compared to the polarization behavior of
the IR slot antenna in 4.1.3 (Fig.6.5) which was calculated to be 4:1. Reception patterns were
also measured. The E-plane pattern (Fig.6.6) for an FPA MMW slot has multiple lobes and the
H-plane pattern (Fig.6.7) has a major lobe at ±18o. The IR slot antenna E- and H-plane patterns
are plotted, along with the patterns of IR slot in 4.1.3, in Figs.6.8 and 6.9 respectively. Expected
similar behavior is observed. Simultaneous response was verified in the same manner explained
in 5.4 (Fig.6.10).
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MMW slot
antenna
IR pixels
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.
Figure 6. 1 MMW slot antenna / IR slot antennas for dual-band MMW / IR FPA.
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Figure 6. 2 FPA configuration showing modification to allow for MMW and IR pixel readouts.
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Figure 6. 3 Left: MMW antenna / IR antennas. Right: MMW antenna.
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Figure 6. 4 MMW twin slot antenna-coupled MOM diode response versus polarization angle.
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Figure 6. 5 MMW twin slot antenna-coupled MOM diode response versus polarization angle.
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Figure 6. 6 E-plane pattern for FPA MMW slot antenna.

Figure 6. 7 H-plane pattern for FPA MMW slot antenna.
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Figure 6. 8 E-plane pattern comparison between FPA IR slot antenna and IR slot antenna.

Figure 6. 9 H-plane pattern comparison between FPA IR slot antenna and IR slot antenna.
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MMW

IR

Figure 6. 10 Spectrum analyzer output showing simultaneous dual-band operation of the FPA.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION
In this work new dual-band antenna-coupled MOM diode configurations were designed,
fabricated and characterized for MMW and IR response. The detector fabrication process can be
done using an e-beam lithography tool and a sputterrer.
The MOM diodes exhibited a dominant 1/f noise behavior. The 1/f noise can be reduced
by improving the fabrication process to better film quality. At present, all our films are deposited
at chamber base pressures of 5×10-6 torr; high quality films require lower chamber pressures.
All detectors exhibited polarization sensitivity with the MMW twin slot antenna having
the highest polarization ratio. MMW twin slot antenna and IR slot antenna had well behaved
reception patterns.
MMW response was improved by implementing the CPW-fed twin slot configuration as
opposed to the single slot configuration. The improvement was mainly caused by reducing power
coupled to surface-waves, and also due to proper matching between the diode and the antenna.
The highest MMW sensitivity achieved in this work is a factor of 5 less than state of the art
MMW bolometer detectors.
IR response showed better performance when the dipole was used as opposed to the slot
antenna configuration. Both configurations are predicted to have good matching between the
diode and the antenna. Better response in the dipole configuration could be caused by lower
noise due to larger diode contact area. IR response can be improved by using a CPW-fed twin
slot antenna which has a better feed configuration; in addition, a superstrate could also be used
for better absorption of IR radiation.
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Tunneling was the dominant detection mechanism. This was proved by the good fit
between detector’s response and the second derivative of the MOM diode I-V curve.
Simultaneous dual-band MMW / IR response was verified.
A MMW / IR FPA arrangement that is feasible for implementation on commercial
ROIC’s is fabricated and tested showing simultaneous dual-band response and good antenna
properties. Antenna modeling needs to be made in order to explain the exact behavior of the FPA
structure.
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APPENDIX A
SURFACE WAVE POWER LOST TO TM0 MODE FOR A SLOT
ANTENNA ON AN ELECTRICALLY THICK SUBSTRATE
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The surface-wave power lost to the TM0 mode is given by

P(x) = 2[1+ J0 (x) + J1(x)]

(A.1)

where x is the slot separation and P(x) is the surface-wave power lost to TM0 mode, J0 and J1 are
Bessel functions of the first kind of orders 0 and 1. The optimum separation is located where the
least amount of power is lost to the TM0 mode. The function is plotted in Fig.2.8.
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APPENDIX B
COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE
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The characteristic impedance of a CPW ZCPW is given by

Z CPW =

1
Cv ph

(B.1)

where C is given by

C = (ε r + 1)ε 0 ·

2a
b

(B.2)

where

a
K (k )
=
b K ⎛⎜ (1 − k 2 ) 12 ⎞⎟
⎠
⎝

(B.3)

where K(k) is the complete elliptical integral of the first kind k = a1 / b1 (defined in Fig.4.6) and
vph is the phase velocity given by

v ph = ε eff ·c

(B.4)
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